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Departmental Coursework

The Department of African American Studies (AAS) offers an undergraduate major in the study of the historic achievements and struggles of African-descended people in the United States and their relationship to African and African-descended people around the world. Drawing on methodologies from the humanities and social sciences and spanning areas of inquiry across different fields, the AAS major emphasizes the importance of interdisciplinary research and analysis to its scholarly mission.

Departmental Subfields

The AAS program of study is organized into three thematic subfields. Majors take courses in each subfield and then choose one as a primary area of inquiry.

1. African American Culture and Life (AACL): Students encounter the intellectual tradition and cultural practices that inform the emergence and development of African American studies as a field of study in the academy. Focusing on aesthetic repertoires and historical dynamics situated primarily in the United States, students learn how to examine the patterns and practices that have defined and transformed Black people’s lives. Courses in the AACL subfield are typically cross-listed with English, History, Religion, and American Studies.

2. Race and Public Policy (RPP): Students deploy and interrogate social science methodologies to examine the workings of the American state apparatus and other social and political institutions. Fostering critical approaches to empirical research and analysis, students examine the formation and development of racial and ethnic identities in the United States, with a particular focus on different perceptions and measures of inequality. Courses in the RPP subfield are typically cross-listed with the School of Public and International Affairs, Sociology, and Politics.

3. Global Race and Ethnicity (GRE): Students take up comparative methodologies in studying inter- and intraracial group dynamics in a global frame. Comparison yields an understanding of the aesthetic repertoires and historical dynamics of African and African-descended people in the diaspora outside the United States, as well as non-African-descended people of color within the United States. Courses in the GRE subfield are typically cross-listed with Comparative Literature, Art & Archaeology, and African Studies.

Departmental Junior Seminar

The Junior Seminar, AAS 300: Research and Writing in African American Studies, is required for all majors. During the fall semester, all juniors enroll in a seminar led by one or two members of the faculty. This course introduces students to theories and methods of research design in AAS. Drawing on methodologies from the humanities and social sciences, students learn to develop a research question animated by their interests and identify which types of evidence are most suitable for answering their questions. Students compose several short exploratory papers to "write their way" to their junior project research question. By the end of the semester, juniors are expected to be in a strong position to begin their independent work.
Goals for Student Learning and Independent Work

Coursework in AAS prepares students to conduct independent work in their junior and senior years. The goals for student learning through coursework and independent work are to:

- build a comprehensive base of knowledge of African-descended peoples in the United States and in the diaspora, and explore how this background facilitates a critical approach to dominant knowledge formations;
- understand what interdisciplinary research and analysis entails in an educational context of disciplinary knowledge formation, and explain why interdisciplinarity is essential to the study of African-descended peoples in the United States and in the diaspora;
- identify methodologies from the humanities and social sciences that may be applied to one’s area of inquiry, and propose how these methods might be revised or combined to address interdisciplinary research questions;
- hone skills in primary-source research, analytical interpretation, critical thinking, and ethical reasoning as components of interdisciplinary study in AAS; and
- demonstrate these skills through written and verbal communication, with the option of pursuing other means of communication such as performance, media-making, and creative writing as they relate to the scholarly mission of AAS.

Methods of Inquiry in Independent Work

AAS’ institutional origins may be traced the Black studies movement of the 1960s and 1970s. In keeping with that movement’s effort to challenge dominant modes of inquiry as it pertains to race and racial inequality, AAS identifies itself as an interdisciplinary field that revises or combines disciplinary methods to address the experiences and perspectives of minoritized subjects. Methods of inquiry may include textual analysis, historical and archival research, philosophical inquiry, and ethnographic or sociological fieldwork. Note that some methods of inquiry, primarily pertaining to fieldwork, require the approval of the University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB), which oversees research involving human subjects (https://ria.princeton.edu/human-research). This process may delay the start of field research, so planning ahead is required.

Creative Components of Independent Work

Students may pursue creative options for independent work, including, but not limited to: performance, dance, fashion, art installation or exhibition, film and visual arts, and creative writing.

Creative independent work plans must be approved by the Director of Undergraduate Studies (DUS) before the beginning of the term in which the work is launched. If the assigned adviser states that they are incapable of appropriately evaluating the creative component of the independent work, then the student will be asked to identify a faculty mentor or practitioner who will agree to consult with the adviser on the merits of the project. Students must then notify the DUS and the Undergraduate Administrator of their selection.

Depending on the nature of the creative work, the total word count of the Junior Paper or the Senior Thesis will be adjusted to reflect the combination of creative and scholarly components. The DUS will consult with the adviser to come up with a satisfactory word count that will fairly assess the scholarly components of the project. All creative projects must contain scholarly writing of at least half the listed word counts (for the Junior Paper and the Senior Thesis) to satisfy the requirements for independent work in the major.
The Junior Paper

During the spring semester, juniors conduct independent research and writing toward the completion of the Junior Paper (JP). Juniors are assigned JP advisers after the completion of the Junior Seminar and before the start of Wintersession. Juniors submit at least two drafts of the JP to their advisers over the course of the spring semester (see the benchmarks below). The final JP is due on the date set by the University, which this year is April 30, 2024. Review the Department’s extension policy on page 10 for details on when and how extensions to this deadline can be made. Failure to meet the deadline without permission will result in an “F” grade.

PROSPECTUS

Excluding tables, figures, images, bibliography, and appendices, the text of the JP prospectus should be between 3,000 and 4,000 words. The document should contain the following:

1. a title page, including working title; student’s name; Department; date; signed honor pledge;
2. the main body of the prospectus:
   • an introductory section in which the topic and its significance are presented through a primary research question;
   • a discussion of existing research on the topic and how the work contributes to this scholarly conversation; and
   • a consideration of the methods and sources to be used in the course of research;
3. a tentative outline of the argument; and
4. a working bibliography.

FORMAT

Excluding tables, figures, images, bibliography, and appendices, the text of the final JP should be between 8,000 and 10,000 words. The document must be double-spaced, with one-inch margins on all sides. After the title page, all pages should be numbered. The title page should contain the same information and signature as the JP prospectus.

Note that the page count may be changed to account for any creative components that are included in the work. This change must be done in consultation with the adviser and the DUS.

CITATIONS

All independent work should be appropriately cited and attributed to document the sources for any ideas and information that do not belong to you. Failure to do so constitutes plagiarism.

Discuss the ideal citation style for your topic with your adviser. Unless otherwise specified, your documentation system should be Chicago-style footnotes as detailed in the Chicago Manual of Style.

GRADING

The JP is graded by the student’s adviser. The adviser is responsible for assigning the final grade for the work and providing substantive feedback on it.
Benchmark Dates for the Junior Paper, 2023-2024

FALL TERM

October 23  Submit Junior Paper Adviser preferences, JP Topic, and subfield track selection
January 12  Submit your JP prospectus to your adviser and ask to schedule a day and time to meet in the first week of class in the spring term.

SPRING TERM

During the spring term, you are strongly encouraged to have at least three sessions with your Writing Coach. Coaches will be assigned in January.

Week 1  Meet with your adviser, no later than Friday, February 2, to:
1) discuss your prospectus;
2) discuss how frequently you will meet, and best ways to check-in; and
3) plan your next research/writing task.

Week 4  Submit partial first draft (10 pages) to your adviser, no later than Friday, February 23.

Week 5  Students receive first drafts back, with comments from advisers, no later than Friday, March 1.
SPRING BREAK March 9 – 17

Week 7  Submit partial second draft to your adviser (20 pages) no later than Friday, March 22.

Week 8  Students receive second drafts back, with comments from advisers, no later than Friday, March 29.

Week 10  Submit third and mostly complete draft to your adviser no later than Friday, April 12.

Week 11  Students receive third drafts back, with comments from advisers, no later than Friday, April 19.

April 30  Upload your JP by 5:00 pm on this date. You will receive a link and instructions on uploading the paper to Google Drive.

May 21  Students receive JP grades and comments.

NOTES:
The Senior Thesis

Throughout the senior year, seniors conduct independent research and writing toward the completion of the Senior Thesis. Seniors are assigned thesis advisers in the summer leading up to the fall semester, no earlier than July 1. Seniors submit multiple drafts of the thesis to their advisers over the course of the fall semester, Wintersession, and spring semester, with grade penalties assigned for missing early deadlines (see the benchmarks below). The final Senior Thesis is due on the date set by the Department, which this year is April 23, 2024. Review the Department's extension policy on page 10 for details on when and how extensions to this deadline can be made. Failure to meet the deadline without permission will result in an “F” grade.

PROPOSAL

Excluding tables, figures, images, bibliography, and appendices, the text of the Senior Thesis proposal should be 1,000 to 1,500 words. The document should contain the following:

1. a description of the topic, the scope of the project, and the methodological approach you plan to take;
2. a discussion of how your coursework at Princeton or elsewhere has prepared you to pursue the topic;
3. a survey of relevant sources and a review of the kinds of evidence you plan to use;
4. a discussion of the contribution your work will make to the existing scholarship in your area;
5. a working bibliography; and
6. a preliminary writing plan or chapter outline.

FORMAT

Excluding tables, figures, images, bibliography, and appendices, the text of the final Senior Thesis should be between 24,000 and 30,000 words. The document must be double-spaced, with one-inch margins on all sides. The thesis should begin with a title page with the following information: title; student's name; Department; date; signed honor pledge. After the title page, all pages should be numbered.

Note that the page count may be changed to account for any creative components that are included in the work. This change must be done in consultation with the adviser and the DUS.

CITATIONS

All independent work should be appropriately cited and attributed to document the sources for any ideas and information that do not belong to you. Failure to do so constitutes plagiarism.

Discuss the ideal citation style for your topic with your adviser. Unless otherwise specified, your documentation system should be Chicago-style footnotes as detailed in the Chicago Manual of Style.

GRADING

The Senior Thesis is graded by the student’s adviser as well as a second reader assigned by the Department’s Curriculum Committee. The adviser and the second reader independently submit comments and suggest a grade. If the grades differ, then the adviser and the second reader confer and collectively decide the final grade.
Benchmark Dates for the Senior Thesis, 2023-2024

**FALL TERM**

Week 1  
Schedule a meeting with your adviser to discuss the thesis topic and plan for the semester, including tentative meeting times, no later than Friday, September 8.

Week 5*  
Submit the Senior Thesis proposal to your adviser and independent work coach no later than Friday, October 6.

Week 11*  
Submit a partial first draft (20 pages) of the thesis to your adviser and to the DUS no later than Friday, November 17.

**WINTERSESSION**

January 26*  
Submit an *additional* 20 pages of your draft to your adviser and to the DUS no later than this date.

*Students must submit these benchmark assignments to their adviser and to the DUS by their respective due dates. Each missed deadline will result in a 1/3 of a grade penalty to the final grade. If all three deadlines are missed, the final grade will be reduced by one letter.

**SPRING TERM**

Week 2  
Submit an *additional* 20 pages of your draft to your adviser and to the DUS no later than Friday, February 9.

Week 3  
Review your degree progress in TigerHub and submit your online Degree Progress Check-In by Monday, February 12, at 5:00 pm.

Week 8  
Submit a draft of the entire thesis to your adviser no later than Friday, March 22.

Week 11  
Last day to receive feedback from your adviser is Friday, April 12.

Week 13  
Upload your thesis via Thesis Central by April 23 at 12:00pm.

May 1  
Submit your Senior Comprehensive Statement and Honors Calculation by 5:00 pm.

May 6  
Students receive reader reports and grades.

May 8-9  
Senior Comprehensive Exams—BLOCK BOTH DAYS ON CALENDAR

NOTES:
Grading Practices for Independent Work

The scholarly component of independent work in AAS possesses three distinguishing qualities:

- it develops a research question out of interdisciplinary approaches to the study of African-descended peoples in the United States and in the diaspora;
- it presents an argument about the research using different methods of inquiry and drawing on sufficient sources of knowledge; and
- it exhibits care for the craft and style of argument in the execution of the analysis.

The Undergraduate Announcement assigns each letter a verbal equivalent ranging from "excellent" to "failure." For the scholarly component of the JP or Senior Thesis, the letter grade may be broken down into the following expectations:

An **A or A-** JP or Senior Thesis is excellent in that it develops an original and well-rounded research question based on existing knowledge about the topic; presents a persuasive and well-sourced argument based on interdisciplinary research on the topic; and exhibits clarity and elegance of thought in its written expression and/or other modes of communication.

An **A+** JP or Senior Thesis would have all these features and exhibit in at least one way a quality that lifts it above other excellent submissions. It exceeds the highest expectations for independent work at the undergraduate level.

A **B+ or B** JP or Senior Thesis is very good in that it satisfies the baseline expectations of the various components of independent work. However, this JP or Senior Thesis falls short of A-level work in the formulation of its research question, presentation of its argument, or quality of research overall. On a stylistic level, while there may be moments of insight and evidence of independent and creative thinking, the argument is not presented lucidly or convincingly.

A **B-** JP or Senior Thesis exhibits the characteristics of B+ or B work but provides a less-than-convincing presentation of the argument developed out of the research question. This may be owing to weaknesses in writing, gaps in argumentation and organization, oversights in research, and errors in the use and understanding of evidence.

A **C+, C, or C-** JP or Senior Thesis is satisfactory in that it shows evidence of sustained effort to engage the subject matter but demonstrates modest or uneven success in developing a research question or presenting an argument. Usually C-level work offers little more than a summary of ideas and information of existing bodies of research. On a stylistic level, the writing tends to suffer from poor organization, lack of proofreading, and errors in citations and references.

A **D** JP or Senior Thesis is well below average and only minimally acceptable. D-level work shows serious deficiencies in all of the criteria outlined above. The lack of a viable research question feeds into unsatisfactory argumentation using scant or unsuitable evidence. Typo- and error-filled prose is often accompanied by lack of attention to formatting and documentation.

An **F** JP or Senior Thesis fails to meet the requirements of independent work as outlined by the Department.
Sample Independent Work Evaluation Rubric

In spring 2023, AAS faculty adopted a rubric that standardizes the practices outlined above in a clear and concise manner. The rubric distills the expectations for scholarly research in independent work at the same time that it identifies creative components that may be factored into the final assessment. Faculty use the rubric as a guide for their reading and evaluation; it does not appear as part of the official Junior Paper report or Senior Thesis readers’ reports.

I. Evaluation of Content and Organization

Advancement of core idea or practice  □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor
Originality of research or creative project □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor
Situation of idea or practice in relevant scholarship or repertoires □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor
Orientation to and outline of work in introduction □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor
Description of method(s), explaining relevance to AAS □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor
Progression of work across sequence of chapters □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor
Summary of and takeaways from work in conclusion □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor

II. Evaluation of Technical Features and Documentation

Proofread to eliminate typos and misspellings □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor
Correct document formatting □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor
Edited for concision □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor
Quality of writing □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor
Complete and consistent citations □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor
Degree of engagement with cited scholarship or repertoires □Excellent □Good □Fair □Poor

Extension Policy

Extensions of independent work deadlines may be granted only under extraordinary circumstances, usually involving documented medical conditions or disability accommodations. Students must petition the DUS in writing, via email, in advance of the deadline. Students requesting extensions must also notify the Department by copying the Undergraduate Administrator and Department Manager on all requests, including updates.

Individual advisers cannot grant extensions by themselves but must be included in the conversation among administrators.

For extensions beyond Dean’s Date, students must gain the permission of their Residential College Dean or Director of Studies to support their petition to the DUS.
Working with Your Adviser

Advisees should expect to meet with their advisers regularly to have drafts read within a reasonable, agreed-upon amount of time. Advisees should expect to receive detailed and constructive feedback. Your adviser should be expected to be given a reasonable amount of time to read and comment on drafts.

Although your adviser is your primary sounding board in this process, you should take advantage of the resources at Princeton and seek advice from other members of the faculty within the Department, the Librarian in AAS, and beyond.

In turn, advisers should expect an advisee to take the initiative. Advisers should expect an advisee to cooperate in setting up a detailed work schedule in coordination with departmental benchmarks for the completion of independent work. Advisers should expect advisees to show up punctually for scheduled meetings.

Senior Comprehensive Statement

The Senior Comprehensive Statement consists of a short essay with four sections.

Section one, "Scholarly Development," should narrate the student's scholarly development in the Department. For example, the student might ponder some of the following questions: What led you to choose AAS as your major? What courses have made the most impact on your thinking and why? Are there any courses not on offer that you wish had been? This essay is meant to encourage self-reflection, and it may be written as a meditative first-person narrative. It is also used to help faculty reflect on what works well and where we can improve course offerings, course design, advising, and the overall coherence and rigor of the AAS major. Section one should be between 700 and 900 words.

Section two, "Beyond the Classroom," should describe any work beyond the classroom that reflects the student's commitment to the intellectual, political, and artistic traditions in AAS. This may include activist, organizing, or creative work, for example. The Department will give this section special attention in our deliberations for the Distinguished Senior Prize in African American Studies. Section two should be no longer than 500 words.

Section three, "Departmental Works," is a list of all departmental courses, as well as the title and advisers' names for the JP and the Senior Thesis.

Section four, "Honors Calculation," is a list of how you understand your coursework to fulfill the major's requirements. Because some AAS courses can fill more than one subfield or requirement, we need to confirm which courses you want to fulfill each section for the honors calculation.

Senior Comprehensive Examination

The University's requirement for a senior comprehensive examination is satisfied in AAS by a formal presentation of the thesis, followed by a more open conversation. The exam lasts approximately 50 minutes. Three people are present for the entire examination: the student, the adviser, and second reader.

The student begins the examination by delivering a formal 10-minute presentation. This should give a crisp articulation of the thesis's main argument. The student is encouraged to deliver a stylized selection of material rather than an overview of the entire thesis, focusing on, for example, the thesis's major finding, most original interpretation, or the best chapter. It should thoroughly respond to any questions or concerns raised in the readers' reports. It should be crafted and practiced as an oral
essay, not exceeding more than 10 minutes. It will be graded for clarity, persuasiveness, and elegance in its execution.

After the presentation, the adviser and second reader engage the student in a wide-ranging discussion of thesis research. They will then turn to the student's course of study in the Department, following up on reflections offered in the Senior Comprehensive Statement. This part of the conversation encourages self-reflection, as well as honest and potentially critical feedback for the Department.

**Departmental GPA Calculation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Departmentals (8)</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior Paper</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Thesis</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Comprehensive Examination</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Funding for Independent Work**

Majors who require research funding for independent work may apply to the Department of African American Studies, other individual academic departments, and other offices and programs on campus through the Student Activities Funding Engine (SAFE). To apply for this funding, eligible students need to complete a funding application in SAFE that includes a comprehensive project statement, a detailed budget outlining the proposed usage of the funds, and a letter of support written by your adviser. We encourage you to start working on your application materials early so that you have ample time to meet the strict deadlines set by the various funding sources. In addition, make sure you list the correct adviser and Departmental Representative to prevent any unnecessary delays in having your request reviewed.

The following are some of the research funding opportunities provided by the Department:

**JUNIOR PAPER RESEARCH FUNDING**

To assist AAS Majors in building their expertise and library, the Department of African American Studies will provide funding for books that are essential to junior independent work. You are encouraged to request funding before the deadline for the JP partial first draft. The absolute latest date to request funding is one week after that deadline date.

**SPRING BREAK RESEARCH FUNDING**

Spring break research funding awards provide financial support to AAS Majors to pursue worthy projects that provide important opportunities for research and/or personal growth, foster independence, creativity, and leadership skills, and broaden or deepen their understanding of the historic achievements and struggles of African-descended people in this country and their relation to others around the world during spring break. Funding of up to $1,000 is available.

**WINTERSESSION RESEARCH FUNDING**

Wintersession funding awards provide financial support to AAS Majors to pursue worthy projects that provide important opportunities for research and/or personal growth, foster independence, creativity, and leadership skills, and broaden or deepen their understanding of the historic achievements and struggles of African-descended people in this country and their relation to others around the world over the summer. Funding of up to $1,000 is available.
SUMMER RESEARCH FUNDING
Summer research funding awards provide financial support to AAS Majors to pursue worthy projects that provide important opportunities for research and/or personal growth, foster independence, creativity, and leadership skills, and broaden or deepen their understanding of the historic achievements and struggles of African-descended people in this country and their relation to others around the world over the summer. Funding of up to $1,000 per summer is available.

SUMMER STUDY ABROAD SUPPORT
The Summer Study Abroad Support supplements other funding provided to AAS Majors as they study abroad over the summer. Funding of up to $1,000 per summer is available.

SENIOR THESIS RESEARCH FUNDING
Senior thesis research grants of up to $3,000 are available to AAS Majors to supplement specific research needs. Research funds may be used to support travel, the purchase of books, supplies, and materials needed to complete the Senior Thesis.

SENIOR COLLOQUIUM THESIS RESEARCH FUNDING
The Department of African American Studies offers AAS Senior Colloquium students up to an additional $750 in Senior Thesis research grants. Research funds may be used to support travel and/or the purchase of books, supplies, and materials needed to complete the Senior Thesis.

CONFERENCE FUNDING
This opportunity provides funding to AAS Majors to attend relevant academic conferences.

GRADUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION AND RELATED EXPENSES GRANT
The Department of African American Studies at Princeton University offers funding grants up to $2,300 to AAS Majors planning to pursue a graduate degree. These grants are intended to defray the cost of graduate school application-related expenses not covered by the recruiting institution. Eligible expenses include application fees, post-graduate exam fees, travel expenses associated with admissions interviews, etc.

AAS Majors who have been accepted to doctoral and non-professional masters’ programs may also request funding to visit prospective schools. Funding may be used for travel, lodging, and meals. Personal items, entertainment, and social activities will not be covered.

NOTES:
Resources

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES LIBRARIAN
The African American Studies Librarian, Steven Knowlton, is available for guidance and to offer suggestions regarding resources for research in African American Studies.

Steven A. Knowlton
A-17H-2 Firestone Library
609-258-0496
steven.knowlton@princeton.edu
Make an Appointment

Fall 2023: 1st Floor Morrison Hall Office Hours: Tuesdays, 11:00am - 1:30pm
Spring 2024: 1st Floor Morrison Hall Office Hours: TBD

INDEPENDENT WRITING COACHES
During your independent work journey, majors will have the opportunity to work with graduate students hired to serve as writing coaches. The seniors will be assigned a coach at the start of the fall semester, and juniors will be assigned a coach prior to the spring semester. The coaches will work with the major on discussing ideas, research strategies, and give feedback. Additional details will be sent out with the coach assignments.

THE WRITING CENTER
The Writing Center offers free one-on-one conferences with experienced fellow writers trained to consult on assignments in any discipline. Specialized 80-minute conferences are available for Junior Paper and Senior Thesis writers at any stage in the writing process, who may sign up to work with a graduate student fellow from the department of their choice on the Writing Center Appointments Page

AAS Writing Center Liaison
Ben Fancy, Associate Director for the Writing Center
Princeton Writing Program
223 New South
bfancy@princeton.edu

Additionally, Independent Work Mentors from the Writing Center prepare workshops and programming to aid juniors and seniors in their research. Our Department liaison can provide programming on a range of issues to meet student demands. Students should also regularly check or subscribe to the Princeton Undergraduate Research Calendar (PURC) for upcoming programming, which covers topics ranging from preparing funding proposals, to note-taking and making an argument to draft review.
STUDENT CONCERNS AND GRIEVANCES
The Department of African American Studies is committed to a productive and positive classroom environment. If a student is concerned about an incident, comment, or exchange in the classroom, please reach out directly to the professor involved. We, the faculty of African American Studies, welcome this feedback, and we take student concerns very seriously. We will listen, be non-defensive, and address the situation. If the concern is not resolved, or if the student feels uncomfortable pressing the matter with the professor, then we strongly encourage the student to bring the issue to the Department Chair or DUS. If the matter remains unresolved after talking to the Chair or DUS, then the student should bring the issue to the Dean of the College. (For additional details see the University's Rights, Rules, and Responsibilities 1.7.4).

HELPFUL LINKS
Mr. Knowlton has compiled a research guide which Majors may find useful.
Princeton University Library Research Guide: African American Studies

Perdue University’s Online Writing Lab offers a Chicago Style Writing Guide, which is updated regularly.
Perdue University OWL – Chicago Manual of Style 17th Edition
"Treat the J.P. like it is its own class! The longer you wait to start it, the harder it gets. I would also say that if you get stuck in the brainstorming phase like I often do, the best advice I received was to just start writing!"

"Keep your head up and don’t be afraid to ask for help! Also, really take advantage of the Junior Seminar; if you put in work in those drafts, you can use that content in your official JP when it applies."

“The sooner you write, the sooner you’ll re-write, the better you’ll fell and the sooner you will be done. Force yourself to write, even if it’s terrible drafts, two-page memos, or just taking notes on sources. The sooner you get into the PRATICE of writing, the more confidence you will build about your project. The hardest part is just getting thoughts on the page. Everything else is just refining and adjusting.”

“Work weekly on it and meet weekly with your adviser. If you work consistently for the whole year, starting the first week in September, it will not be super painful.”
Appendix

JUNIOR PAPER TITLE PAGE SAMPLE

TITLE

By

Student's Name '25

Submitted to

The Department of African American Studies, Princeton University in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts

Adviser: Professor's Name

Date and Year

Please sign the honor code on each of your junior papers on the last page of the document.

I pledge my honor on that this junior paper represents my own work in accordance with University regulations.
TITLE

by

Student's Name '24

Submitted to
The Department of African American Studies, Princeton University
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts

Adviser: Professor's Name

Date and Year

Please sign the honor code on each copy of your Senior Thesis on the last page of the document.

I pledge my honor on that this Senior Thesis represents my own work in accordance with University regulations.
Modern air passengers are unhappy about flying. Rather than marvel at traveling safely through the air at 30,000 feet, they complain of delays, small seats, and baggage fees. Instead of celebrating the ability to start one’s day in Boston and end it in London, passengers complain of achy legs and long for a good hot meal. Why do travelers today focus on the problems of air travel instead of its wonders? How have we lost sight of the magic of stepping into a flying machine to transport us across continents and oceans?

It turns out that such disillusionment is not specific to the airplane. In fact, initial wonder at technological feats—from the radio, to the automobile, to the television—is almost always eventually lost, usually at a moment when the technology has become accessible enough to lose its aura of exclusivity.

*From Awe to Shrugs*

Airplanes were a technological triumph, but in the early years of commercial flight they also demanded an imaginative leap on the part of anyone contemplating a trip, as Clara Lanahan explains in *The Psychology of Flying*. “Flying through the air, with nothing but a few inches of metal below, was a difficult concept to comprehend,” Lanahan writes.* In a thesis or dissertation, page numbers have traditionally been placed (1) in the footer for front matter pages and pages in the text and back matter that have titles (such as a chapter opener) and (2) in the header for all other pages. However, most schools now require a consistent placement of page numbers throughout a paper.

Other scholars have taken up the idea that flight is so unnatural to humans that we must think in profoundly new ways before we adapt to the technology. For instance on his piloting blog *Way Up There*, Jackson T. Afertapian writes that “the human mind cannot fully reconcile
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INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSION

Modern air passengers are unhappy about flying. Rather than marvel at traveling safely through the air at 30,000 feet, they complain of delays, small seats, and baggage fees. Instead of celebrating the ability to start one’s day in Boston and end it in London, passengers complain of achy legs and long for a good hot meal. Why do travelers today focus on the problems of air travel instead of its wonders? How have we lost sight of the magic of stepping into a flying machine to transport us across continents and oceans?

It turns out that such disillusionment is not specific to the airplane. In fact, initial wonder at technological feats—from the radio, to the automobile, to the television—is almost always eventually lost, usually at a moment when the technology has become accessible enough to lose its aura of exclusivity.

Airplanes were a technological triumph, but in the early years of commercial flight they also demanded an imaginative leap on the part of anyone contemplating a trip, as Clara Lanahan explains in *The Psychology of Flying*. “Flying through the air, with nothing but a few inches of metal below, was a difficult concept to comprehend,” Lanahan writes. Airplane travel required humans to accept the idea that they belonged not only on the ground, but in the air. The idea of flying thus evoked feelings of wonder and awe, which airlines capitalized on in their advertisements.

Other scholars have taken up the idea that flight is so unnatural to humans that we must think in profoundly new ways before we adapt to the technology. For instance on his piloting blog *Way Up There*, Jackson T. Afertapian writes that “the human mind cannot fully reconcile
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The DPP was successful in attracting an important number of votes in the 1990s, during the first rounds of multiparty elections in Taiwan. Those DPP candidates who campaigned in favor of the country’s independence and sovereignty were the most successful ones: “In 1989, eight members of the New Tide Faction joined together to form the pro-independence New National Alliance to contest seats in the December legislative election. All eight were elected, a stunning accomplishment” (Rigger 2001, 124). The party was successful in “stealing” votes from the dominant KMT: in 1991 the DPP obtained 23.9 percent of the vote for the National Assembly elections, and by 1996 this percentage had increased to 29.8 (data in Taiwan-Communiqué 1996). Following the logic of the theory of programmatic capacity, I end this section noting that in the 1990s the KMT adopted many of the policies advocated by the DPP:

By the mid-1990s, all of the concrete items on the DPP’s reform agenda had been achieved, and the party was forced to find new issues to attract members and voters. . . . The KMT has tended to co-opt DPP issue positions that prove popular with voters, including domestic policy proposals such as national health care and foreign policy initiatives such as the U[nited] N[ations] bid. (Rigger 2001, 151; emphasis added)

Turkey’s Democrat Party

Mustafa Kemal founded the Republican People’s Party (RPP) in 1923, an organization that would dominate Turkish politics for a quarter of a century. The RPP was, like the PRI in Mexico, a conglomerate of different political groups, including the urban middle class, the state bureaucracy, landowners, and army officers (Ahmad 1977, 1–2). However, unlike the Mexican dominant party, the RPP was never able to develop a structure capable of effectively fostering elite collective action or incorporating the population—via corporatist arrangements—into the party organization. The reason for this was that, contrary to what Calles did in Mexico in 1929, Kemal “felt little need to develop the party organization. The [RPP] leaders did not devote considerable energy to opening up branches across the country. . . . Throughout the 1920s, the
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Airplanes were a triumph of engineering, but in the early years of commercial flight they also demanded an imaginative leap on the part of anyone contemplating a trip, as Clara Lanahan explains in The Psychology of Flying. “Flying through the air, with nothing but a few inches of metal below, was nearly impossible to comprehend,” Lanahan writes.¹ Airplane travel required humans to accept that they belonged not only on the ground, but in the air. The idea of flying thus evoked feelings of wonder and awe, as well as luxury, which airlines capitalized on in their advertisements. Put more space before a subhead (two blank lines) than after (one blank line, or double line spacing).
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Flying as Unnatural

Other scholars have taken up the idea that flight is so unnatural to humans that we must think in profoundly new ways before we adapt to the technology. For instance on his piloting blog Way Up There, Jackson T. Afertapian writes that “the human mind cannot fully reconcile itself to the thought that we could really be flying through the air, far above the ground, at 600 mph, in an aluminum tube.”² And Anderson Luftswaag argued in The Advent of Air: Cultural Considerations of Flight that in spite of its solid grounding in aerodynamic theory, flight was “so uncommon up to that time that the concept seemed to belong to the realm of the metaphysical or
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Chapter 5

Libertas Decembria: Singing Songs in the Christmas Season

Everyone has some liking for those curiously-fashioned little songs which come into brief prominence for a season at the end of the year... In the multitudinous choice of carols it is disconcerting to note how the same stock-pieces crop up year after year, to the exclusion of other and better things. We are too easily put off with the expedient in art; our children do not properly prepare their little programme; our choirmasters all too naturally reach down the old, time-worn sheets that have done duty so long.

Christmas carols have long held an ambivalent position within contemporary culture, as the above epigraph suggests with its “old, time-worn sheets” of Christmas songs that “crop up year after year.”¹ Shopping malls, dentist offices, and radio stations resound untiringly from Thanksgiving to Christmas with the strains of “Away in a Manger” and “Silent Night,”² while in our increasingly multicultural and international communities, nonreligious holiday songs, such as “Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer,” are gradually replacing sacred carols. For those, however, for whom the year concludes with Christmas, the familiar refrains of “We Wish You a Merry Christmas” and “The First Nowell” are still recalled and sung from year to year without fail, whether caroling in the streets, worshipping in churches, or sitting around the piano at home.

Many of the still-performed carols and hymns can be traced back to the nineteenth century—if not earlier—and can be found in numerous translations and adaptations, resulting in a relatively limited repertory, albeit one with international appeal. While it is a rare occurrence to be able to connect any current carols with those of the Middle Ages or Renaissance, there is no question
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percent of the total.\textsuperscript{21} In both regions, mill children as young as six or seven were engaged in “doffing,” spinning, and other forms of casual labor.\textsuperscript{22} To compensate for their shorter height, child doffers would stand on top of electric looms to reach the top shelf, where spindles were located (fig. 3.1). The first contact children usually had with mill labor was while accompanying older siblings or parents as they worked. Typically, very young children would begin an informal training whereby they would “help” their relatives, but this regular assistance would soon
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earlier voyage. Then Rosa, her new husband, parents, five more of her siblings, one sister-in-law, a fiancée to another brother (these two women were sisters), and Kleberg’s own brother Louis followed in the fall of 1834.\footnote{Rosa Kleberg, “Some of My Early Experiences in Texas,” \textit{Quarterly of the Texas State Historical Association} 1, no. 4 (April 1898): 297–302; \textit{Handbook of Texas Online}, s.v. “Kleberg, Rosalie von Roeder,” and “Kleberg, Robert Justus [I],” accessed Sept. 28, 2010, http://www.tshaonline.org/; Tiling, 24–25.}

Many years later, Robert Kleberg reflected without regret on his decision to migrate:

I wished to live under a republican form of Government, with unbounded personal, religious and political liberty, free from the petty tyrannies and the many disadvantages and evils of the old countries. Prussia smarted at that time under an offensive military despotism. I was (and have ever remained) an enthusiastic lover of republican institutions, and I expected to find in Texas, above all other countries, the blessed land of my most fervent hopes.\footnote{Kleberg notes, 1876, as excerpted in Tiling, 24. Originals in the Rudolph Kleberg Family Papers, 1829–1966, Dolph Briscoe Center for American History (hereafter CAH).}

In December of 1834, Rosa and Robert Kleberg’s ship wrecked at Galveston, then a largely uninhabited island, instead of landing at the port of Brazoria as planned. Louis von Roeder and Robert Kleberg, who was the only one of the party who already spoke English, left Rosa and the others to watch their considerable baggage and set off on foot to find their relatives who had emigrated earlier. An Indian man helped the party to find them near the location of Cat Spring. Rosa recalled, “He belonged to a troop of Indians who were camping in the neighborhood and from whom our relations had been in the habit of obtaining venison in exchange for ammunition. They found our people in a wretched condition. My sister and one brother had died, while the two remaining brothers were very ill with the fever.” Kleberg and the von Roeders rented accommodations in the city of Harrisburg through the winter and until they were all together again, and eventually settled fifty miles west of there, near where the advance party had been living at Cat Spring.\footnote{Rosa Kleberg, 297–98.}
The DPP was successful in attracting an important number of votes in the 1990s, during the first rounds of multiparty elections in Taiwan. Those DPP candidates who campaigned in favor of the country’s independence and sovereignty were the most successful ones: “In 1989, eight members of the New Tide Faction joined together to form the pro-independence New National Alliance to contest seats in the December legislative election. All eight were elected, a stunning accomplishment” (Rigger 2001, 124). The party was successful in “stealing” votes from the dominant KMT: in 1991 the DPP obtained 23.9 percent of the vote for the National Assembly elections, and by 1996 this percentage had increased to 29.8 (data in Taiwan-Communiqué 1996). Following the logic of the theory of programmatic capacity, I end this section noting that in the 1990s the KMT adopted many of the policies advocated by the DPP:

By the mid-1990s, all of the concrete items on the DPP’s reform agenda had been achieved, and the party was forced to find new issues to attract members and voters. . . . The KMT has tended to co-opt DPP issue positions that prove popular with voters, including domestic policy proposals such as national health care and foreign policy initiatives such as the U[nited] N[ations] bid. (Rigger 2001, 151; emphasis added)

**Turkey’s Democrat Party**

Mustafa Kemal founded the Republican People’s Party (RPP) in 1923, an organization that would dominate Turkish politics for a quarter of a century. The RPP was, like the PRI in Mexico, a conglomerate of different political groups, including the urban middle class, the state bureaucracy, landowners, and army officers (Ahmad 1977, 1–2). However, unlike the Mexican dominant party, the RPP was never able to develop a structure capable of effectively fostering elite collective action or incorporating the population—via corporatist arrangements—into the party organization. The reason for this was that, contrary to what Calles did in Mexico in 1929, Kemal “felt little need to develop the party organization. The [RPP] leaders did not devote considerable energy to opening up branches across the country. . . . Throughout the 1920s, the